Geometric Reverse Engineering (GRE) can be described as the process of fitting surfaces to point data and connecting them to topologically well defined CAD models. We have mounted a laser profile scanner on an industrial robot with a turntable and interfaced them to an Open Source CAD platform. With this tool we have developed an integrated system that can automatically plan and control the robot movements needed to measure an object of unknown shape. Details of this work have been published earlier but we have not described the platform used to integrate the hardware with the GRE software. This paper illustrates the multi disciplinary nature of that problem and investigates what the requirements are for a suitable CAD tool.
INTRODUCTION
Geometric reverse engineering (GRE) is concerned with the problem of creating Computer-Aided Design (CAD) models by interpreting point data measured from the surfaces of real world objects. An introduction to the topic which is often referred to is a paper by Vàrady et al. [24] . In this paper the process is described as a sequence of four steps:
1. Data capture. 2. Preprocessing. 3. Segmentation and surface fitting. 4. CAD model creation.
Step 1 is closely related to 3D measurement technology. Manually operated measurement systems exist and yield good results but automatic systems have a potential of increasing productivity of course. For objects with similar shape it is relatively easy to design a measurement system which is automatic. A common solution is to use an optical sensor in combination with a mechanical device that moves the sensor so that it can see all parts of the object. Pito and Bajcsy [23] presented a simple system by combining a fixed range camera with a turntable. A more flexible system is described in [3] , [13] where a Coordinate Measurement Machine (CMM) is used in combination with a laser profile scanner. A laser profile scanner with two Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) cameras fixed on a 3-axis transport mechanism is described in [11] . A motorized rotary table with two degrees of freedom and a laser scanner mounted on a Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machine with four degrees of freedom is described in [21] . Gallieri et al. in [5] presented a system based on a range laser scanner mounted on the arm of an industrial robot in combination with a turntable. A Next Best View (NBV) algorithm is used to select viewpoints minimizing the amount of unseen surface.
If the shape of the object is unknown, a planning algorithm is needed, that automatically adapts to the shape of the object and directs the numerically controlled mechanical device to move along paths that makes it possible for the sensor to see all parts of the object without collision with the object or the measurement hardware itself, see [3] , [5] , [11] , [13] , [21] , [23] . For a comprehensive survey on automated view planning, see Scott et al. [19] . In step 2, a topology is created that connects neighboring points with each other, usually into a triangular mesh. Triangulation methods are described in [9] , [16] , [18] and [22] . The measurement result can then be displayed as a shaded facetted surface.
Step 3 divides the mesh into regions that can be fitted with higher order geometrical primitives like planes, quadrics or higher degree polynomial or NURBS surfaces. A lot of work has been published on this subject; e.g., [1] , [2] , [4] , [20] , [26] . In step 4 finally, surfaces are merged into a complete topological and geometrical boundary representation. Steps 2-4 are usually automatic but may involve different software products and threshold values may need to be adjusted manually to yield good results.
To completely automate the entire GRE process we believe that steps 1 through 4 need to be integrated. Such a system would need a numerically controlled mechanical device for orientation of the sensor and an automatic planning algorithm to control the movements. An iterative approach can then be applied where the system during step 1 first makes a coarse measurement of the object and then iteratively more precise measurements based on the result of previous iterations. During segmentation and fitting it may also be possible to increase the quality of the result by automatically making refined measurements with optimal sensor distance and angle of view. An industrial robot with a turntable is a flexible device. It's fast, robust and relatively cheap. This is true also for a laser profile scanner. The combination is thus well suited for industrial applications where automatic GRE of unknown objects is needed in real time. To test the idea, we have set up a system of this kind in our laboratory, see Figures 1 and 2 . We have also developed software to automatically plan and control the robot movements, acquire the measured data and perform planar segmentation and fitting. The concept was first presented by Larsson and Kjellander 2004 , see [8] . The details of motion control and data capturing were published 2006, see [9] . An automatic path planning algorithm was published 2008, see [10] and details on accuracy 2008, see [14] . Recent work on fast planar segmentation was published 2009, see [27] . Integrating a robot with a laser profile scanner and software for the different types of data processing described above is greatly simplified if a common platform is available. We have chosen to use a tool named Varkon, see [7] , available as C source code on Source Forge, see [25] and maintained by our research group. The system also includes a geometric modeling language MBS (Swedish abbreviation for Model Definition Language), based on a general purpose programming language with support for visualization, user interaction and external communication. This paper will not present any new major theories or techniques. Instead it will focus on the integration of 3D measurement with GRE and the requirements for a suitable tool.
TOOL REQUIREMENTS
The most important requirement for a tool of this kind is that it can model, represent and visualize 3D objects and perform geometrical operations on them. This is what CAD systems usually do but the application at hand also requires: (1) real time robot motion control and data acquisition, (2) real time profile scanner control and data acquisition, (3) triangulation of point data, (4) path planning and collision control, and (5) segmentation and fitting of point data.
A requirement that is valid in all application development is that the tool offers an environment on the right level of abstraction. We believe that a programming interface based on a high level geometric programming language is best suited for this application, especially if it also supports activities 1-5 above. The Varkon system includes a suitable programming language but did not include support for all the details of 1-5 above when the project started. The Open Source distribution model of the Varkon system however, encourages the development of new functionality and the architecture of the system is prepared for this. When needed, we have therefore added support that was missing to the basic Varkon system. Such job is done on C language level using Varkon's internal API's but this job has been a relatively small part of the research project. The application described in this paper is entirely developed using Varkon's high level programming language, MBS.
Geometric Modeling
The Varkon system includes a Graphical User Interface (GUI) which is used to create and execute generic models defined by MBS statements. The explicit result is stored in a persistent database and visualized using 3D graphics, see Figure 3 . MBS also includes a library of 40 different procedures and functions that can be used to perform various operations on geometric entities. The code sample in Figure 4 illustrates 3 methods to create straight lines using geometric functions. Geometric modeling is a key issue in this application but steps 1-5 above require support for a wide range of complementary topics. MBS supports built in data types, evaluation of algebraic expressions and program flow control but also a total of 250 additional functions and procedures covering communication, visualization user interface and mathematics. We believe that a programming language of this kind is an important requirement for a successful implementation. See appendix 1 for screenshots showing the visual result of more complex MBS models.
Real Time Robot Motion Control and Data Acquisition
The robot consists of an arm "ABB IRB 140" with six rotational joints, a turntable "IRBP 250 L" and a controller "S4C". The controller has a standard TCP/IP interface that can be used for remote control using RPC (Remote Procedure Call). To communicate with the robot we implemented support for TCP/IP and RPC in the MBS language. To control the robot movements we developed a concept of a scan path which is defined by three space curves, see Figure 5 . With these curves as input, Varkon calculates a series of robot poses and turntable angles and sends them to the robot. While the robot is moving it collects actual robot poses at regular intervals together with timestamps for each actual pose. When it reaches the end of the scan path it transfers the actual poses back to Varkon, see [9] . Geometric modeling of space curves and support for RPC through TCP/IP is the main requirements for this part of the system. 
Real Time Laser Profile Scanner Control and Data Acquisition
The laser profile scanner consists of a line laser and a camera "Sony XC-ST30CE CCD" connected to a controller with a TCP/IP interface which can be used to set scanner parameters and collect scan data. The line laser projects a straight line onto the surface of the object to be measured and the camera captures the image of the projected line. The image is then processed in the controller and the result is a set of 2D coordinates (a profile) that is sent to Varkon together with a timestamp, see Figure 6 . For each point in a 2D profile its corresponding 3D coordinates can be computed using data from the robot and interpolation based on the timestamps from the robot and laser profile scanner. This part of the system requires support for geometrical calculations and TCP/IP.
Triangulation and Storage of Point Data
It is inherent in the design of the laser profile scanner that the points delivered are well organized. Each profile represents points that are ordered from left to right in the camera picture and the profiles themselves are ordered sequentially along the scan path. After having filtered out points that are obviously erroneous, it is therefore relatively easy to connect remaining points to a triangular mesh. To support this we implemented a MESH entity in MBS with a vertex-edge-face relationship topology. Each scan path executed by the robot thus creates a MESH entity in the Varkon database. We believe that a natural representation of the measured data is an important requirement. Each MESH object also stores the original 2D profiles for later processing.
Path Planning and Collision Control
The system automatically creates the curves needed to define each scan path using an iterative process where the MESH entity of a previous scan path is intersected with a set of orthogonal planes. Each intersect yields a piecewise linear curve with two ends that may or may not overlap earlier scan paths. Ends with no overlap represent some part of the object that has not yet been scanned. A new scan path can then be created by connecting ends with no overlap that are reasonably close to each other. This algorithm was published 2008, see [10] . Figure 7 shows the result of the algorithm used on a relatively complex object. A core part of the algorithm is to find curve ends that can be connected into a new scan path. This is a 3D search problem and we solved it by implementing an MBS procedure (POS_IN_CONE) that uses a current position and direction vector to test if candidate positions are inside or outside a limited cone pointing in the direction of the vector. Each automatically generated scan path is tested for collision before it is executed in the robot. This is done by simulating the scan movement in Varkon with a parametric 3D model of the robot and a model of what is currently known about the scan object. A reasonable number of steps are taken along the scan path and for each step a robot/object intersects and robot/robot intersects is calculated. In order to make these calculations reasonably fast we model the surface of the robot with planar surfaces and the object with an orthogonal mesh of bounded planes, B_PLANE in MBS. As new scan paths are executed and more object surface is revealed a space carving algorithm is used to decrease the size of the object collision model. Path planning and collision testing as described above requires geometric entities like MESH and B_PLANE but also fast search algorithms in 3D and fast plane/plane intersects.
Segmentation and Fitting of Point Data
Segmentation and fitting is the third step in the GRE process according to Vàrady et al. [24] . We have implemented a method for planar segmentation, see [15] , based on a curvature estimation method described by Sacchi et.al. [17] , where a seed triangle is selected and a region growing algorithm is used to connect neighboring triangles that are coplanar. The result is fitted with planes using Principle Components Analysis (PCA), see [12] . As a test object we have manufactured a copy of an object introduced by Hoschek et al. [6] and used by Sacchi et al. [17] and others, as a reference. See Figure 8 . The object was measured using a linear scan path from left to right in the figure. The resulting triangular mesh is shown in Figure 9 . Regions without triangles represent portions of the object that were not seen due to occlusion either of the camera or the laser. The result after segmentation is shown in Figure 10 . Black triangles are seeds and grey areas the corresponding regions. The region in the lower centre is under segmented due to the fact that it was close to the camera and slightly out of focus. Segmentation as described above requires an organized point set like the MESH entity and fast geometrical calculations in 3D to select appropriate seeds. To speed up and simplify plane fitting we also implemented a dedicated MBS procedure for the PCA method. 
Segmentation based on Laser Profiles
Section 2.6 shows how triangles are used for segmentation. With an integrated GRE system however, it is also possible to use lower level measurement data like 2D laser profiles directly from the scanner. In [27] we show that this is very effective compared to traditional segmentation based on triangulated point data. During the measurement process we store all laser profiles together with corresponding robot orientations. We then segment the profile data into straight line segments. A straight line segment is a strong indication that the corresponding surface is planar. A 3D region growing algorithm is then applied on all line segments and each region is finally used to fit a corresponding plane. Figure 11 shows an object with a planar surface to the left which is tangent to a cylindrical surface with relatively large radius. In [27] we show that planar segmentation based on laser profiles for this object is 25 times faster than planar segmentation based on triangles. This is due to the fact that segmentation of profiles into straight line segments reduces the amount of data used in the region growing process considerably. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes a system under development using a single software platform, where GRE software communicates directly with a laser profile scanner and an industrial robot. For each part of the system, we have identified what we believe to be important requirements for the development tool. It should support:
1. Geometric modeling in 3D, wireframe and surfaces. 2. Communication protocols, TCP/IP and RPC. 3. A MESH entity for 2D and 3D measurement data. 4. Fast geometrical search algorithms in 3D for path planning. 5. Bounded planes for collision models. 6. Fast geometrical calculations in 3D for seed selection and region growing. 7. Fitting of planes.
An integrated GRE system is not limited to use 3D point data only. It can also access lower level data directly from the measurement system. In section 2.7 we present an example of how this can be used to speed up computations. So far, we have only implemented GRE algorithms for planar surfaces but work is under progress to add GRE of curved surfaces as well. Encouraged by the result described in section 2.7 we are now implementing elliptical segmentation of laser profiles. A good fit of an ellipse indicates that the corresponding surface may be cylindrical or spherical. This will not change the requirements listed above but it may add new requirements. It is reasonable to believe for example that support will be needed for new fitting algorithms and also for intersects between curved surfaces. Although it is technically possible to develop a system of this kind using a range of other tools it is our opinion that a single tool on the right level of abstraction is always a better choice even if it means that some of the job has to be spent on low level tool development. The Open Source distribution model is ideally suited for this.
